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School Facilities Observation Sheet  

Instructions :  

1. Please complete one School Facilities Observation per school, by observing the facilities 

present on the school site and completing all questions.  

 

2. Ensure you write the YL SCHOOL ID at the top of the page.  

పేజీ పై భాగాన YL స్కూల్ ఐడి వ్రాయడం మరువకండి.  

1 

In this school, how many of each of 
the following are there: 
 

a. Classrooms  
 
(Enter the number) 
 

[ __ __ ] 

b. Laboratories 
 
(Enter the number) 
 

[ __ __ ] 

2 

Are any of the verandas used for teaching?  
 

00 = No , 01 = Yes  
[ __ __ ] 

3 

Did you observe any teaching in open space?  
 

01 = Yes, teaching in open space అవును, ఆరుబయట బోధన జరుగుతుననది 
02= Yes, teaching in open space with partial cover  
         అవును, పాక్షికంగా పైకప్పు గల ఆరుబయట బోధన జరుగుతుననది 

00 = No  

[ __ __ ] 

4 

Does each Class 9 section have a separate classroom?  
 

00 = No , 01 = Yes  
[ __ __ ] 

5 

Is there electricity in the school compound today?  
 

00 = No , 01 = Yes  
[ __ __ ] 

6 

Is there normally an electricity supply in the school compound?  
 

00 = No , 01 = Yes  
[ __ __ ] 

7 

Is there a collection of books (not textbooks) in a library or almirah from 
which students are able to borrow? 

 

00 = No , 01 = Yes  

[ __ __ ] 

8 

Does the school have connected and functional internet access?  
 

00 = No , 01 = Yes  
[ __ __ ] 
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9 

How many functional computers are there for students to use?  
 

(Enter the number) 
[ __ __ ] 

10 

Does the school have any outside space?  
ఈ  స్కూల్ కి ఏదైనా ఆరుబయటి  స్ధలము ఉననదా? 

00 = No  
01 = Yes, there is a space for conducting assembly only ఉననది, అసంబ్లీ 
జరుప్పటకు మాత్రమే 
02 = Yes, there is a playground for games or sports ఉననది, ఆటలు/క్రీడలు కొరకు 
ఆటస్ధలము కలదు.  

[ __ __ ] 

11 

How many individual functional toilets are there for students to use?  
 

(Please enter the total number of toilets, NOT rooms) 
 

[ __ __ ] 

12 

Does the school have separate toilets for male and female students?  
 

00 = No , 01 = Yes  
[ __ __ ] 

13 

What is the main source of drinking water at the school?  
 

00 = No drinking water; 01 = Tap or pump; 02 = Borehole or well; 03 = 
Rain water, river, lake, pond, stream or dam; 04 = Vendor, truck, sachet 
water; 05 = Bubble water; 06 = Other 

   కొనన నీరు (నీటి వ్యాన్,   );  05 = కొనన నీరు 

(బబుల్ నీరు);  

[ __ __ ] 

14 

Is there water available from this water source today? 
 

00 = No , 01 = Yes  
[ __ __ ] 

15 

Does the school offer a mid-day meal?  
 

00 = No , 01 = Yes  
[ __ __ ] 

16 

Does the school need major repairs? (‘Major repairs’ means the physical 
building of the school is poor enough to negatively affect teaching and 
learning and therefore in need of major repair) 

 
00 = No , 01 = Yes  

[ __ __ ] 

 


